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Effect on relieving pain, plasma secretion, edema of the congestion, intensity, and duration of shock, 
the rapid shear shock of SH91 on burn injury
Nham Van Sinh
Sinh Hau Pharmaceutical Company Limited, Vietnam 

Study Material: The SH91 is a herbal remedy that has been studied in clinical practice since 1991. In the composition of SH91, 
there are some substances such as tannin, flavonoid, saponin, some amino acids, reducing sugar.

Research Methods: Use clinical trial in situ and in full body, before, during and after administration, each time the band is 
changed. Calculate the area of burns: For this the combination of methods were used: Method used by Pulaski E Ji Tennison 
CM (1949) and Wallace A (1951). The method according to Le The Trung (1965) on depth diagnosis, the area is added daily 
by each change of ice. Do not use any sedative, analgesic, anesthesia, anesthesia during treatment. How to use the SH91 patch 
on spot burn: (a) Ensure the principle of sterility (b) Draining drainage of the dome, drainage of the fluid, retaining layers of 
necrotic epidermis covers the foundation burn injury. (c) Shaded lipstick SH91 into sterile gauze covered with burns both areas 
of the epidermis and the area covered with the cover sheet. (d) After the first change of ice, continue to drain the dome if room 
available. (e) The change of tape next 3-4 days to replace the tape 01 times (f) Cut off the necrotic cuticle covering the root of 
burns on day 8th.

Conclusion: Clinical monitoring of 387 burn patients treated in situ with SH91, showed that SH91 has the following effects: 
(a) Reducing pain soon after a few minutes of applying ointment, pain ends after 20 to 240 minutes, there is no pain during 
the treatment process. (b) Reducing plasma discharge immediately after 20 to 240 minutes. (c) Reducing and ending edema 
after 20 to 240 minutes of applying ointment (Except for perimeter burn, head, neck and face burns). SH-91 specific burn 
medicine: A technical solution that can neutralize or inactivate intermediary matters mediators will be the best burn treatment 
solution. On the burn injury outside the effect of antibacterial SH-91 also works: (a) Pain relief after a few minutes of pain, 
after pain from 20 to 240 minutes, painless treatment throughout the treatment. (b) Reduce and discharge of plasma after 20 
to 240 minutes suffering SH-91. (c) Reduce bleeding after 20 to 240 minutes to suffering SH-91 (except perimeter and head, 
neck, face). Clinical results show that: SH-91 has the effect of reducing and exacerbating pain, reducing and ending plasma 
secretion, reducing the blood loss and edema after 20 to 240 minutes. The seroprevalence of SHART in 387 patients treated 
with SH91 showed that: The medicine SH91 had an effect on relieving pain, edema of the congestion, and plasma secretion 
and early recovery time.
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